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COMING TO TE~~S WITH HERA 


"To transmute gross matter into subtle, immaterial bodies" 


-Paracelsus 


In her essay on "The Older Woman", Irene Claremont de Castillejo 


says, "I believe one has to return to one's past, not once, but many 


times, in order to pick up all the threads one has let fall through 


.f" 
carelessness MR unobservance. I be ~ve above all one has to return 


again and again to weep the tears which are still unshed~ 1 Each such 


return involves for me the discovery of the importance in my life of 


yet another goddess--a goddess who has perhaps been pr~sent all along 


but only now becomes observable or just now needs to be newly observed. 


About a year and a half ago I realized that the goddess before whom 


I needed to bring myself at that point was Hera. After having been 


married for more than ~~enty-five years, I was about to be divorced. 


My husband and I had been separated for several years; the divorce felt 


right to each of us, but I knew that for me some ritual observance of 


this ending was essential. That intuition somehow led me to recognize 


that what I wanted to do was to come to terms as wholly as I could with 


what "wifeness" had meant in my life, and that my way of doing that was 


to turn to the Greek mythological representation of wifeness, the figure 


of Hera, and ask what role she has played in my life. This seemed to 


provide a way of understanding that more fully, more consciously, more 


symbolically, at a point in my life where in an outward literal sense I 


WQ~ t f\O lc·"<3er to ~ ..:d_t_eu\e~·:h 1 \o'1 -~~'· ... re\~~·aV\ ~ .a.a . ke.r. 
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I hoped that I might thus now become more aware of just what I had lived 


and what it meant) not to wish it away nor to get past it through under


standing it. It was not that I =elt my life should have been different. 
,---


but that I wished to know better how it l has been. 


So I spent most of a winter weekend lying on my bed• ?rapped up 


by pillows, surrounded by books and half-emptied coffee cups, writing 


about Hera, about me, about our connection. I had imaginec this as a 


kind of ritual farewell to Hera--and so it was--but, as you will see, 


it became a kind of greeting as well. I had thought of i~ as something 


I was doing only for myself, but found when I \~S done tha! - wanted 


to share what I had written with my husband 3000 miles away, though I 


had no sense at all of what he might be able to make of it. For him, 


too, it turned out to .be an important way of naming where we had been 


and now were. "I have just been reading Philip Zabriskie's 'Goddesses 


In Our Midst'2,n he wrote back, "and realized that, like it or not, 


Hera is the goddess who has been most actively present in =:y life." 


Then a few months later my mother was to celebrate her seventy-fifth 


birthday. As I considered what might serve as a gift which could ad-


equately articulate all that she had been in my life, all that she had 


given me, consciously arid unconsciously, I remembered what : had written 


that earlier weekend of how Hera had first been present in oy life 


through my mother's ambivalent allegiance to her. Since it was from 


her that I had first learned of the still living power of Greek myth-


ology, I knew she would und'erstand the medium should I sene her those 


pages, though I was not at all sure how ready she would be ~o receive 


what I was communicating through it. But her response indicated that 
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again this seemed to work as a way of naming experience =ore true to its 


complexity and depth than could have been possible in less symbolic 


language. She said she had been led by what I had written to imagine a 


scene in which we two would approach this goddess together and then 


each in turn step forward to voice our thanks and our cowplaint. 


Their response, my husband's and my mother's, and tr~t of a few 


other intimate friends with whom I had shared those written reflections, 


led me to recognize that the reviewing of Hera I had uncertaken might 


have a pertinence beyond the personal at a time when many are engaged 


in a critique of the image of marriage correlated with ~triarchy. The 


predominantly negative image of Hera with which I began was not peculiar 


to me but rather had been conveyed to me not only by my family's but by 


my culture's messages about what "wife" means; it had been reinforced 


by my own discovery that I could never be comfortably contained within 


that role. This depreciative image is congruent with the one that 


emerges from the· most familiar classical mythic accounts, which present 


her as unhappy, jealous, possessive, and vindictive. The Hera of the 


Homeric and Post-Homeric world is, of course, Hera as viewed by men, as 


seen from the perspective of a patriarchial culture; as such she might 


seem irrelevant to those of us who want to move beyond the limitations 


and distortions of that perspective. And yet this 1! the Hera we neses


sarly begin with, the Hera alive to some degree in the unconscious of 


each of us, and deeply embedded in our language, literature and social 


institutions. I believe we must begin with her and then, reading myth


ological history backwards, go in search of an earlier F.era belonging 


to the period dominated by female divinities who I believe also still 
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lives in us. As Carl Kerenyi, speaking of the !-!era of P.ooer, "the 


powerless half of a whole needed by her and not by Zeus,n says: " !-!era 


cannot originally have been like this! A figure as dependent as this 
.J 


could not have been the object of a cult." Jane Ellen P.arrison agrees: 


The figure of Hera remains. At first sight she seems 


all wife, not maiden; she is the great typical bride, Hera 


Teleia, queen in Olympus by virtue of her marriage ~ith 


Zeus; their Sacred Marriage is the proto~jpe of all human 


wedlock. This is true for Homeric theology, but a ~ment's 


reflection on the facts of local cultus and ~;th shows that 


this marriage was not from the beginning. The Hera who in 


the ancient Argonautic legend is queen in Thessaly and patron 


of the hero Jason is of the old matriarchal type; it is she, 


Pelasgian Hera, not Zeus, who is really dominant; i~ fact 


Zeus is practically non-existent. In Olympia, where Zeus 


in historical days ruled if anywhere supreme, the ancient 


Heraion where Hera was worshipped alone long predat~s the 


temple of Zeus. At Argos the early votive terra-cottas 


are of a woman goddess, and the very name of the sanctuary, 


the Heraion, marks her suprema.ncy. A~ Samos, at the cur-


ious festival of the Tonea, it is the image of a woman god-·· 


dess that is carried out of the town and bound among the 


bushes, and Strabo tells us that in ancient days Sa=.os was 


called Parthenia, the island of the Maiden. At S~~halus, 


in remote Arcadia, Pausanias says that Hera had thr~e sanct-


uaries and three sunames: while yet a girl she was called 







Child• married to Zeus she was called Complete or =~-Grown 


(;-E:;t~~~, separated from Zeus and returned to Stym:;:>:..alus 


she was called Chera (Widow). Long before her connection with 


Zeus, the matriarchal goddess may well have reflected the 


three stages of a woman's lifei T.eleia. full-grown. :ioes not 


necessarily imply patriarchal marriage. 


Homer himself was dimly haunted by the memory o= days 


when Hera was no wife• but Mistress in her own right. Other-


wise. unless the poet was the lowest of low comedians. w~at 


means her ceaseless turbulence and the unending unseemly 


strife bet-Aeen the Father of Gods and Men and the won:an he 


cannot even beat into submission? What her urgent insistent 


tyranny over Herakles whom Zeus loves yet cannot protect? 


Is the tyrannous mistress really made by the Greek housewife 


even of Homeric days in her own image? The answer is clear: 


Hera has been forcibly married• but she is never really wife.
4 
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Even in classical Greece Hera was seen as Hera Teleia. Hera Fulfilled. 


I felt a need to recover that Hera. to understand her pa~bos and power as 


well as her unfullfillment. her pathology. This Hera is visible in the 


sculptural representations which show her as serene and poised• as vibrant 


with a youthful maturity. Hera Teleia is associated with the moment of 


the emergence of the female into her womanhood. her full essence,-a moment 


~ recognized as the mystery underlying the hieros gomos. the sacred wedding. 


Hera's daughter, Hebe, the goddess of youth• her double as same sex off-


spring so often are in Greek mythology, represents precisely this moment 


of transition from maiden to woman. Kerenyi• speaking of :iera's (and Hebe's) 
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Roman counterpart. Juno. says that every woman possesses a young feminine 


nature comparable to the "genius" of a man: this is her Ju:1o, her in


dividuality, an eternally self-renewing youthful femininit )· . 5 The statues 


and bas-reliefs surprise: I had imagined Hera differently , as more ~a


tronly, harsher. somewhat heavy in a coarsened way, somehow ~oth s~ug 


and discontent. I had forgbtten the mythological accounts of the pride 


Hera takes in her beauty: how she had expected Paris to choose her as 


more beautiful than Athena or Aphrodite, how she had sent vrion's wife, 


~ide, to Hades for claiming to be more beautiful than she. The Hera 


of cult, the Hera c9lebrated by women, seems to be viewed ~:l terms of 


this beauty. to be envisioned as quietly content, filled wi~h a secret 


smiling knowledge. The ~phic hymn to Hers invokes her thus: ~ 


You are ensconced in darksome hollows, and airy is 


your form, 


0 Hera, queen of all the blessed consort of Zeus. 


You send ·soft breezes to mortals, such as nourish 


the soul, 


and, 0 mother of rains, you nurture the winds and 


give birth to all. 


Without you there is neither life nor growth; 


and, mixed as you are in the air we venerate, you 


partake of all, 


and of all you are queen and mistress. 


You toss and turn with the rushing wind. 


~ay you, 0 blessed goddess and many-named queen of 


all, 


come with kindness and joy on your lovely f ace. 6 
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The Hera of cult was one who Y~S worshipped ~y all women and pertin-


ent to every stage of a woman's Life. She was Hera Par~~enos, Hera Teleia, 


Hera Chera; maiden, wife, and also woman on the other si.de of marriage, 
M.'l:. 


Y1oman separated from her spouse, woman as widow or divorcee. As Fhi!a.i!' 


~\"'\e'j 
Siatu puts it, Hera was "the compLete' female whom the Greeks feared a 


little and did not like at all."7 What I wanted to do .... -as to recover this 


complete Hera, to discover those positive aspects of w~ch I knew almost 


nothing. Yet I sensed that it would probably be only by going more 


deeply into the already £amiliar more negative aspects t~at the others 


might emerge. That to start there, with the dark, would be the appropriate 


approach to this goddess associated with the dark time of the new moon, 
w \-'r'k ~\\cl \o, ....-c"'~ ~o. ~ ~~t. V \A.c.~ \II\ ,._ ~~ 1 
with light issuing forth from darkness. In my understanding of Persephone 


it had happened the other way around--I had begun with t~e maiden god-


dess of spring and only later discovered the integral ~portance of her 


underworld role. 8 But that discover~ had taught me that it is the dark 


side of the goddesses that is most intimately connected to their asso-


ciation with transformation, that not to turn from this side of them may 


lead toward a new reLation to our own woundedness and woundingness, to 


what Jungians would call our shadow. One learns: stories about god-


desses, and true stories about ourselves, aren't pretty. Orual, in 


c.s. Lewis's retelling of the Psyche tale, Till We Have ?aces, begins 


her review of her relationship to the gods with the question: 11 \'/hy must 


holy places be dark places?" 


I say the gods deal very unrightly with us. For they 


will neither (which would be best of all) go away and 


leave us to live our own short days to ourselves, nor 
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will they show themslves openly and tell us what they 


would have us do. For that too would be endurable. 


But to hint and hover, to draw near us in dreams and 


oracles, or in a waking vision that vanishes as soon 


as seen, to be dead silent when we question the~ and 


then glide back and whisper (words we cannot understand) 


in our ears when we most wish to be free of there, and 


to show to one what they hide from another; what is 


all this but cat-and-mouse play, blindman's buf=, and 


mere jugglery? Why must holy places be dark places? 


Ye~ind~herself changed by the very careful spelling out of her complaint: 
~ 


Since I cannot mend the book, I must add to it. To 


leave it as it was would be to die perjured; I ~ow 


so much more than I did about the woman who wrote it. 


What began the change was the very writing itsel=. 


Let no one set lightly about such a work. Memory, 


once waked, will play the tyrant. I found I must set 


down (for I was speaking as before judges and must not 


lie) passions and thoughts of my own which I hac clean 


forgotten. The past which I wrote down was not the past 


I thought I had (all these years) been remembering. I 


did not, even when I had finished the book, see clearly 


many things that I see now. The change which the writ-


ing wrought in me (and of which I did not write) was only 


a beginning--only to prepare me for the gods' surgery. 


9 They used my own pen to probe my wounds . 
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So, as we turn to Hera, ~ begin where we must, wit~ Hera as \vife-


yet as also at the same time maiden and widow, as though marriage never 


quite contains her. Perhaps the very ambivalence towar~ wifeness sug


gested by her triple status may lead toward an appreciation of how for 


us women marriage may inevitably be something we are bot~ pulled toward 


and resistant against. 


This central ambivalence. the double message associated with Hera, 


was, I have come to realize, very clearly present in . the image of Hera 


first conveyed to me by my mother. "I have chosen Hera as my goddess," 


she seemed to be saying all through my childhood, "but s he asks too 


much; I will protect you from Her. This goddess demands total all egiance. 


If one is wife, that is all one gets to be." (And I was aware. though 


only subliminally then. how the psychic energy which could not be expres


sed within that role had only indirect outlets: how it went into migranes 


and menstrual cramps, into dreams for her daughters and~ somewhat sentimental 


poetry, into a slightly hysterical preferment of her ow~ playfulness 


and spontaneity, her se~sitivity to feeling and intuit~on.) 


In his essay on the Mother archetype, Carl Jung s~eaks of the im


portance for daughters of coming to recognize "the kuman being who is 


our mother" as the "accidental carrier" of the archetype. 10 Yet, as 


Greek mythology suggests, the Great Mother has many guises; each of the 


goddesses gives a different archetypal perspective to motherhood. Pro


bably all of them enter into our own relation to the arc~etype, but 


probably each of us bears the mark all our life long of the particular 


goddess who first initiated us into the realm of the Hothers. (Though 


it is too simple to understand our mother "imago" as di:oect trans-
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mission of what was objectively the case in our childhoo~ history.) 


Neither Hera nor either of her Olympian sisters represent the full scope 


of mothering enco~passed by the earlier goddesses. Indeec in Rome it 


is Hera's spinster sister, Hestia (as Vesta), who becomes the symbol of 


idealized maternity. Mothering is here radically differentiated from 


biological procreation and viewed as being expressed in a warm and pro


tective but essentially impersonal and impartial nurtur~g love. Demeter, 


on the other hand, represents an intensely partial devotion to her 


children. To be introduced first to the mother arche~JPe as Demeter 


embodies it--Demeter whose existence is defined by her relation to her 


daughter, to whom the relationship to the child's fath~ is almost in


cidental--is very different indeed from knowing Mother f~st in her Hera 


aspect. Indeed, so basic is the antagonism between Hera and Demeter 


that in Athens the temple of one goddess would be closed whenever that 


of the other was open. (My own mother's delight in hav~g her first 


daughter born o~ the first day of spring expressed in part, I imagine, 


her fantasy that if I were Persephone, then she might be Demeter and 


not only Hera.) 


Yet it is as Hera that I most often. experienced her. For Hera the 


relation to her husband takes precedence over all other ~elationships. 


At least on Olympus, whatever she may have been earlier, Hera is not 


the Great Mother but rather the spouse. That Hera is preeminently wife 


means that although she is a mother she is not mother as ~ther but 


mother as wife. The pervasive influence of this aspect of the mother 


on our entire lives is a central theme in Sigmund Freud's psychological 


~ vision. This is the mother who we discover~ is already somebody's wife, 
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the ~other of the Oedipus traingle whose exclusive love we yearn for 


and will never receive. 


In Hera's sphere wifehood and rr~therhood belong together. Sexuality 


is not primarily directed to ecstasy but to pr~creation~ and children 


in turn are seen as the co-creation of wife and husband~ as living em-


bodiments of their bond. Thus, although Hera is a goddess of childbirth~ 


she extends her aid only to mothers giving birth to legit~ate children. 


She prohibits her daughter, Eileithyia, the divine midwife, from attend-


ing Alcemene when she is in labor with Herakles and tried to keep her 


from assisting Leto when "for nine days and nine nights she was sub-


• n11 1 . jected to unimaginable pa~n, strugg ~ng to give girth to Apollo. 


How different this is from Artemis' relation to childbirth which expresses 


her attachment to all that is young, wild and vulnerable, and from Athena's 


which is directed toward insuring generational continuity, the future 


of the polis. 


It follows that, unlike Demeter, Hera in the classical period is 


not a fertility goddess, though there are r~~iniscenes of the cosmogenic 


holy marriage between earth goddess and sky king in Homer's description 


l/~ of Zeus and Hera's love-making: 


So speaking, the son of Kronos caught his wife in his arms. There 


underneath them the divine earth broke into young, fresh 


grass, and into dewy clover, crocus and hyacinth 


so thick and soft it held the hard ground deep aw.ay from them. 


There they lay down together and drew about them a golden 


wonderful cloud, and from it the glimmering dew descended. 12 
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Although archaeological excavations have discovered a =arriage bed as 


occupying a central place in Hera's temples. suggesting that the sexual 


consummation of the marital bond played aninportant pa~t in her cult. 


the evocation of a passionate connection between Zeus a~~ Hera so evident 


in this passage from the Iliad is rare in the mythic anc epic accounts. 


Indeed. the Hera of the myths seems so fearful of all that pulls away 


from the contained love of husband and wife that she of~en appears ob-


sessively anti-sexual. Her opposition to Dionysos and ::.:s women devotees, 


the maenads. stems from her recognition that sexual ecstasy pulls women 


away from their husbands. Perhaps the fear is really directed toward 


her own repressed sexuality. There is a tale to the effect that at one 


tL~e Zeus and Hera were debating as to whether men or women had greater 


pleasure from sexual intercourse. They called in ~sias. the only be-


ing who had lived both as male and female• to arbitrate their dispute. 


When he confirmed that women.experience nine times more satisfaction. 


Hera was so irJuriated that she blinded the seer on the spot. 


Hera's absolute commitment and fidelity is at the 7ery heart of 


her self-i~age. In the myths this is represented by the violence with 


which she rejects those men who dare to try to seduce her: 
...... , 


Endymiar is 


condemned to eternal sleep; Ixion to be chained forever ~o a revolving 


fiery wheel. Ephialtes is bound with snakes back to back to a pillar 


with his twin brother Otus who dared to woo Artemis whe~ he was after 


Hera. Ceyx was turned into a bird for bragging his wife was Hera. 


Her very faithfulness seems to provoke Zeus to test it. He fills the 


giant Porphyrion with lust for Hera. and then kills him •ith a thunder-


bolt when he tries to rape her. He will not believe in ~era's report 
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of Ixion's desire for her and her resistence. until he ~icks the mor


tal into making love to a cloud shaped in the goddess's ~ikeness. 


Her faithfu:ness is a provocation to Zeus because it encompasses 


the demand that she should be loved for what she r~s given up. She ex


pects absolute fidelity in return and· is inevitably jealous of any other 


who receives any of his attention. Hera, as so many rn:~~s represent her, 


is a wife who always expects more total commitment froc her husband as 


her due than she will ever get. Her jealousy is most v~~ulently evoked 


by Zeus's sexual involvements with other females, but ?.era-women may be 


just as jealous of their spouse's devotion to his parents or children, 


his job or hobby. Truly to understand the Olympian Hera is to realize 


that Zeus' promiscuity is not her bad luck, is not something that could 


have been different. That she experiences him as betraying her is the 


inevitable correlate of her own obsessive fidelity; it is a necessary 


part of being Hera so long as we see Hera only as woman defined by being 


wife. She projects on to him not only the sexuality bu~ the libido in 


the more extended Jungian sense that she has repressed ~n herself. We 


might note that actually Zeus's other involvements are all ephemeral 


dalliances, that her primacy is never really threatenec. Indeed, as 


Phi~ip Slater suggests, perhaps Zeus's promiscui~;, his flagrant dis


play of his sexual potency, can best be understood as an expression of 


his insecurity. 


Thus, although in some way Zeus and Hera are "supposed" to represent 


the ideal patriarchial family, they seem to represent ~stead the tensions 


which undermine its stability. That there is someth~g radically amiss 


here is also reflected in the notable lack of lawful o==spring to these 







patrons of lawful. marriage, particularly the lack of the lawful male 


heir so important to the perpetuation of patriarchy. ':"hey are, of 


course, sister at_d brother before they are wife and husba:~d and some 
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of the strife between them has the flavor of unmitigate~ sibling rivalry. 


She is the older, at least in Hesiod's account (in Homer's more patri


archial version, Zeus is the oldest of all Rhea and Cron~s' children), 


and Zeus seems sometimes to turn to her as to a mother, as in Pausanias' 


account of their wooing when he comes to her as a half-~ozen cuckoo in 


search of shelter from the rain. Yet in a strange way Zeus played a 


kind of mother or at least midwife, role in Hera's life too, since he 


was responsible for Cronos' vomitting up the five children he had swal


lowed in fear that one of them would overthrow him as he had overt~own 


his father. Such overdetermination of relationsips is o~viously present, 


confusingly, in marriages in our world as well. Much of .,hat happens 


within the Hera-Zeus marriage is contaminated by their ;~ior histories. 


(It is noteworthy how the myths emphasize tr4t this div~e couple is not 


the primordial couple, that they enter their marriage as persons already 


involved in a complex interpersonal system. Both Hera and Zeus are 


much more "human" tJ:...a.n the previous generation of gods, the Titans--this 


~y both facilitate our recognition of their pertinence to our own lives 


and betray us into seeing the connections too literally, too personally.) 


Z eus, of course, began as his mother's pawn in her struggle against 


her husband and not too surprisingly inherited his father's anxiety 


that he, too, might someday be overthrown by one of his =hildren. So 


he enters the marriage with Hera imbued with a distrust of matriarchial 


ambitinn, a fear of spouses who are mothers first and foremost. In 
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none of the traditions is she his first consort. The goddesses with 


whom he is earlier involved are closer to that Great Mother paradi~; 


indeed, the first two were his mother's sisters: Metis, the goddess of 


wisdom, who it was prophecied would give birth to a son stronger t~3n 


his father; Themis, the goddess associated with the verJ existence of 


natural order. His union with Demeter was one in which he was used, as 


the earth mother has primordially used her male consorts. Dia (or Dione) 


whose name is simply the feminine form of Zeus's O'Nn scggests an almost 


opposite conception: a consort who has no individuality of her own, who 


exists only as Zeus's counterpart, Hera is the first ( a~d only) wife; 


she is of the same generation as he and thus a putative equal; t~3t she 


is somewhat older might be a way of compensating (mjthically) for the 


inferiority within a patriarchial order of female to ~~le and thus of 


enphasizing the mutuality and equality that this marriage is ideally 


directed toward. Zeus turns·, to Eera as spouse--but perhaps he never 


~~ . 
~"ife trusts her not to be the Great Mother after all. 


Just as Zeus may have been contaminated by a child~ood spent too 


exclusively in the female realm, with his mother and grandmother and 


their nymphs, and thus have grown up with the ~Jpical mother's son's 


anxieties about his ability to ever fulfill her expectations or to be 


more than her phallus, the instrument of her power, so ~era may have 


spent too much of her early life swallowed up by her father. Losing her 


mother too soon may have provoked in her (as perhaps it did in Athena, 


as well) what Jung calls a negative mother complex, an over-identification 


with her own masculine, aggressive side. Those years s?ent in Cronus's 


stomach may also be connected to her very oral concept ion of love, as 
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swallowing or being swallowed, containing or being contained. Hera 


seems to grow up expecting from men the nurturance and =onfirmation that 


many women turn ·.:o other females for. Perhaps we might also understand 


those years in Cronus's womb as in some way aralogous ~~ the experience 


all of us have of growing up in a male-ordered world--t~ough obviously 


our responses to that may vary as much as Hera's and D~eter's. Initial-


ly Hera seems to have turned to Zeus for the sake of h~ own self-completion, 


a kind of primary narcissisn that involves the longing fer a return to 


the father's womb. Her possessiveness and jealousy express her resent-


ment that he isn't all hers. The early loss of her mot~er shows in the 


power of her fear of abandonment--clearly an extra-raticnal fear since, 


despite his many affairs, there is never any real dang~ of Zeus leav-


ing her. This fear is evident on the part of her sisters as well, though 


expressed differently--in Hestia's refusal to make the kind of personal 


commitment that would expose her to abandonment, in De::eter's convulsive 


reaction to Persephone's abduction. 


That both Zeus and Hera were brought up with such a heavy emphasis 


on the contrasexual may also be associated with the strong pull each 


feels toward psychological androgeny, toward an in-one-self-ness that 


encompasses their "feminine" and "masculine" potential:.~ies. ::ach, for 


example, is represented as tempted to parthenogenetic creation of off-


spring. The sons Hera has without the aid of any father are, as we 


shall see, clearly expressions of her own unconscious casculinity, of 


• 
what Jungians call the "an$nus"--and they seem to merit some of the 


denigration so often associated with that term. Zeus's children, Dionysus 


and Athena, may be more successful creations--but then ~~ey were originally 
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conceived in female wombs before being transplanted for a final period 


of incubation in his. (There is actually some ambigui~y about Ares and 


Hephaestus's parcntage.too--according to some accounts, ~omer's for in-


stance. Zeus is their father, after all.) Those claims to parthenozenetic 


capability are not entirely foreign to our experience either. It is not 


only Zeus or Hera who wish to see "our" children as just "my" children. 


As I look back on my own childhood, I remember not only how my mother 


encouraged my identification with Persephone (and thus indirectly sug-


gented that my sexuality, my 'ull toward men, represented an abduction 


from ~y true being) but also how my father inspired me to imagine myself 


as an Athena--another sexless virgin but one wholly and prouldy identified 


with the world of men, a brave and victorious warrior, clear-eyed, rational, 


practically creative, never possessed by emotion or passion. (Both seemed 


to wish to protect me from Hera, and though they couldn't succeed, per-


P4ps because the one thing forbidden is always the one thing we must 


have, they may ·have had much to do with Hera's never ~·ving been my 


only goddess.) 


In mythology brother-sister incest is also typical_y a symbol of 


-'I androgenous yearning. Tradition has it tr4t when Zeus and Hera first 


have intercourse- together, they do so without their parents' knowledge. 


Thus may represent something unconscious in their connection--as long 


as the incestuous element remains unconscious it signifies a regressive 


return to a lost indifferentiated wholeness--fusion, merging. Become 


conscious it symbolizes what Jung ' calls the "mysterium ::oniunctionis"--


the goal of the individuation process. 


The relation~ and Zeus has in it elements t~At express the 
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pull in any marriage to escape differentiation and eleme~ts that pertain 


to the longing for participation in a match between two self-fulfilled 


persons--but mostly it reflects the struggle that ensues Nhen both 


partners are confusedly and contradictorily trying to realize both aims, 


and how this struggle is exacerbated in a patriarchially-determined 


marriage where the wife will almost envitably become pa~~ologically 


possessive and jealous. 


There is no doubt about it--Hera's jealousy~ pat~ological. In


deed, in some sense Hera is this jealousy. As Jung said , the gods (and 


goddesses) have become diseases. Hera's jealousy is a ~ddess's jealousy; 


it is divine jealousy, eternal, a mystery. Infact, it =ay be pr·ecisely 


in her jealousy that the Olympian Hera is divine, as D~eter is divine 


in her grief, Persephone in her rapedness, Ariadne in her desertion. 


To understand Hera means going into this dark side, not to cure but to 


interpret. This means recognizing that Hera's jealousy i s a particular 


mode of jealousy, intertwined with all that she is, not an isolated 


symptom. Hera's spousal jealousy is different, indeed, =rom Artemis's 


jealous regard for her and her nymphs' purity, differen~ from the j eal


ousy Aphrodite directs towards females who threaten her reputation as 


unrivalled in her beauty and sexual attractiveness and a l so from Demeter's 


jealousy of anyone who might separate her daughter from her. 


Hera's jealousy, though it is provoked by Zeus, is ~ostly actively 


directed into persecution of his mistresses and their c~ildren: Semele 


and Dionysus, Alcemene and Heracles, Io and Epaphus. S~e seems not to 


discriminate between those who knowingly welcome Zeus into thei r arms 


and those who like Io energetically resisted his advances or who l i ke 
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Callisto and Alcemene were deceived by the god's cominb to them dis-


guised. That the anger is played out against women suggests that much 


of it may still ~e directed against her (and Zeus's) ~c~her--and against 


her own gender identity . The ~era of Olympus does not like women--


or being a woman--at all. She is singularly without any positive relation 


to other females--except for the two daughters whom s3e completely 


dominates. They are perfect examples of a mother complex which, as 


Jung describes it, leads into identification with the ~other and to par-


alysis of the daughter's feminine initiative: 


A complete projection of her personality then takes 


place, owing to the fact that she is unconscious ~th 


of her maternal instinct and of her Eros •••• As a sort 


ofsuperwoman (admired involuntarily by the daug~ter), 


the mother lives out for her beforehand all tha~ the 


girl might have lived for herself •••• The daug~ter 


leads a shadow existence, often visibly sucked ~y 


by her mother and she prolongs her mother's life ~y 


13 
a sort of continuous blood transfusion. 


The only female with whom Hera seems ever to have joined forces is that 


other male-identified goddess, Athena: these two once j oined Poseidon 


against Zeus; they were both strongly supportive of the Greeks during 


the Trojan War. 


Hera's gynephobia like her jealousy is part of wha~ makes her so 


unattractive to us women and makes us ·reluctant to recognize her role 


in our lives. It may help to remember that to live in Hera's realm 


does not necessarily mean to be identified with Hera but to find our-
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selves in the world defined from her perspective. To recognize our


selves in her daughters, her sisters or her rivals is ~o discover how 


inescapably her world is our world. I, for example, have much more 


often found myself to be the object of "the wife's" jea~ousy than its 


subject--nevertheless, it is Hera's jealousy tr4t has invaded my life 


and I have slowly and reluctantly come to acknowledge ~y participation 


in a too often repeated scenario, and how my side (like Hera's) expresses 


a too little heeded misogyny. 


The divineness of Hera's jealousy is confirmed by Sigmund freud's 


conviction that we can understand jealousy best from i~s pathological 


manifestations because in all of us jealousy assumes some pathological 


characteristics. Perhaps there is no wholly "normal" jealousy, no jeal


ousy that is "completely rational, that is, ·derived froc the actual 


situation, proportionate to the real circumstances and under the complete 


control of the conscious ego."14 


In its root sense, which Freud wants to return us to, 


pathology means woundedness. He hopes to bring us back 


in touch with that in each of us which has been Nounded, 


hurt, and abandoned, that which still cries and rages. 


We have all been deprived of the mother's breas~, we all 


have had to give up our claim for exclusive possession 


of her. ~ostly, we have forgotten these childhood long


ings and losses, and especially how much feeling . ..,as at


tached to them. We have little sense of the strgngth of 


these jealousy impulses, of the tenacity with which they 


persist, and of the magnitude of their influence on later 


life. 







Jealousy is "regressive," immature; but at son:e 


level every one of us is still a child, as well as the 


adult we ?ride ourselves on having become. The ~emeries 


and the overintense feelings persist. We continue to 


respond emotionally in ways that are exaggerated, are 


not appropriate to a rational response to situations, and 


are perhaps not even based on a realistic assess~ent 


of them. In us, too, there is something t~t wants to 


"kill" the one who has usurped our place (as in child


hood we dream of murdering a father or younger brother), 


or the one who has proven "faithless" (as the mother was 


when we were infants). In all of us there still lives 


the child's unregarding possessiveness--the longing for 


an absolute, certain, and exclusive love, Each of us 


still experiences the child's greedy passivity, his 


convictiGn that love means receiving love. The child is 


"narcissistic," is unquestioningly its own prefer!'ed love


object, and so are all of us. 15 
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We are more interested in what Hera's jealousy tells us about her 


than in what it may reveal about Zeus. Much of it is clearly "displaced" 


from earlier experiences of loss. Much of its passion derives from the 


intensity with which she has repressed direct expression of her own sex


uality: she projects onto Zeus the fulfillment of her own denied desires. 


Her jealousy may also include "penis envy" not just in the narrow sense 


of envy of Zeus's genital potency but as expressing her resentment of 


his unrestrained freedom and aggressive power. In a sense her jealousy 
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~_,/( 
is an expression of her otherwise repudiated rnasculinit:: since in it she ,.. 
moves from "feminine" passivity to forcible activity. :'~us her j ealousy 


is a kind of fan~asy activity that both expresses and c ~sguises her 


deepest wishes and fears. 


Freud refers often to the importance of the "thirc" in provoking 


psychic life. The dyad, whether it unites mother and infant or husband 


and wifeJtends to be static. It is often characterized more by fusion 


than by genuine relating; the arrival of the third (fat~er or mistress) 


forces differentiation, change, movement. Perhaps this is why the rela-


tionship between Hera and Zeus seems most alive when s:t:e is stirred to 


jealousy. It is her jealousy that provokes her to creative activity 


in the form of parthenogenetic procreation; it is also her jealousy 


that finally leads her to leave Zeus--not for another lover but for 


her own self-renewal, the recreation of her virginity, ~er in-one-self-ness. 


In his essay on "Marriage as a Psychological Relationshi?," Jung says: 


Seldom or never does a marriage develop into an individual 


relationship smoothly or without crisis. There is no birth 


of consciousness without pain •••• Disunity with oneself 


begets discontent, and since one is not conscious of the 


real state of things, one generally projects the ~easons 


for it upon one's partner. A critical atmosphere thus 


develops, the necessary prelude to conscious rea!ization. 16 


Fran this perspective Hera's jealousy is a painful init:ation into the 


realization that Zeus cannot bring her to fulfillment a=ter all, that she 


has projected onto him her own unlived masculinity, her "animus" (and 


thence, Jung would say, stems the "animosity" between t he:n.) 
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Initially when Hera discovers that Zeus won't or can't complete 


her, can't be her animus, she looks to her male children to ~ulfill that 


role. Hera and z~us's relation to their children reflects the power 


struggle continually going on between them. Children are viewed as ideal-


ly strengthening the hold the parents have on one another, but they are 


also used in the parents' struggle to be independent of one another. 


They grow up resentful at not receiving the unstinted love ~om either 


parent for which they long; they are pulled into fighting on one side 


or another or into believing it is up to them to establish a reconciliation. 


Though Hera's daughters are biologically Zeus's as well, they are 


clearly as we have already indicated, psychologically completely ident-


ified with her--their bloodlessness suggesting what an exclusively "feminine" 


Hera, unshadowed by her "masculine" longings, might have been like. 


Concerning her sons' parentage there is, however, considerable ambiguity. 


According to Homer Ares and Hep~~estus are Zeus's children as well as hers, 


but in other accounts they and also Typhaon are hers alone. The twofold 


genealogies tell us again that we stand here at the meeting of matriarchial 


and patriarchial culture. There is symbolic meaning in both accounts: 


Ares and Hephaestus both represent the relationship between Zeus and 


Hera--Ares, its unmitigated tension·; Hephaestus,its creative possibilities--
.. 


but as this relationship is experienced from her side. Even in those -
traditions which make Zeus their natural father, he rejects them as 


"really" Hera's--he flings Hephaestus out of heaven for siding with her 


'" and dismisses Ares for taking after her in his mindless delight battle ,. 
for its own sake. 


The stories that represent them as Hera's children alone show their 
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creation as an expression of her rage at Zeus. They are both substitutes 


for her husband and part of her battle against him. I ~ is thus perhaps 


no wonder that each of them suffers from some obvious oeformity, that 


the parthenogenetic mother is the pathogenic mother as ~ell. 


This is most clear in the case of Typhaon, a horr:.ble creature en-


dowed with a hundred burning snake heads, who became Zeus's most danger-


ous adversa~J. That this monster is sometimes said to ~e Gaia's child 


rather than Hera's only underscores that here Hera is ~volved in trying 


)f) 
to repeat her mother and grandmother's attempts to use a son to over-


throw their husbands--though this time the project fails (because of her 


bad luck, really, or Zeus's good fortune--that is, because of Hermes's 


intervention.) The fear of such a subjugation haunts Zeus--it lies be-


hind his swallowing Metis and then giving birth himself to her first 


child, Athena, as though this were proof that 


There can 


be a father without any mother. There she stands, 


the living witness, daughter of Olympian Zeus, 


she who was never fostered in the dark of the womb 


yet such a child as no goddess could bring to birth.
17 


Hera's response to this was ~to bear Hephaestus parthenogenetically. 


(The peculiarities of mythic chronology are evident in that Hephaestus 


is also represented as having split open Zeus's head with an ax to make 


Athena's emergence possible.) So much ambiguity is evoked by this god. 


In his artistry he makes manifest the sublimated creativity which in 


Hera herself remains frustrated. The Orphic hymn cel~hrates him as a 


gentle and gifted artist, creator of Achilles's intricately worked shield, 
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the magnificent Olympian palaces, and of the first human female, Pandora: 


Powerful and strong-spirited Hephaistos, 


unwear~ring fire 


that shines in the gleam of flames, god bringing 


light 


to mortals, mighty-handed and eternal artisan. 


Worker, cosmic part and blameless element, 


highest of all, all-eating, all-taming and all 


haunting, 


ether, sun, stars, moon and pure light; 


for it is a part of Hephaisto·s all these reveal 


to mortals. 


All homes, all cities and all nations are yours, 


and, 0 mighty giver of many blessings, you dwell 


in human bodies. 


Hear me, ·lord, as I summon you to this holy 


libation, 


that you may always come, gentle, to make work a 


joy. 


End the savage rage of untiring fire 


since, through you, nature itself burns in our 


bodies. 18 


He is steady and trustworthy, distressed by the strife between his parents 


and longing to serve as a peacemaker between then. ttpassage from the 


Iliad shows him as acutely sympathetic to his mother's ~inful discontent, 


yet asking her not to allow it to possess her: 







~l the Uranian gods in the house of Zeus were troubled. 
Hephaistos the reno.wned smith rose up to speak among them, 
to bring comfort to his beloved mother, Hera of the white arms: 
'This will be a disastrous matter and not endurable 
if you two are to quarrel thus for the sake of mortals 
and bring brawling among the gods. There will be no pleasure 
in the stately feast at all, since vile things will be uppermost. 
And I entre:1t my mother, though she herself understands it, 
to be ingratiating toward our father Zeus, that no longer 
cur father may scold her and break up the quiet of our feasting. 
For if the Olympian who handles the lightning should be minded 
to hurl us out of our places, he is f.u too strong for any. 
Do you therefore approach him again with words made gentle, 
and at once the Olympian will be gracious again to us.' 


He spoke, and springing to his feet put a two-handled gobkt 
into his mother's hands and spoke again to her once more: 
'Have patience, my mother, and endure it, though you be saddened, 
for fear that, dear as you are, I see you before my own eyes 
struck down, and then sorry though I be I shall not be able 
to do anything. It is too hard to fight against the Olympian. 
There was a time once before now I was minded to help you. 


and he c.wght me by the.: font ;md threw me from the nugic threshold, 
and alltby lt•ng I droppetl hclples<;, and .\b11llt suns~t 


l bmlnl in L~·u11111S, ;IIHl tht·rt· w ;1s uot anud: lift: kft in me 


Ali.rr tlut fall it was the Simian mcn wlw tunk car~· uf am·.' 
He spoke, and the goddess of chc whitc llrms Hera smilc~...I .1t luna. 


and smiling·she accepted the goblet out ofht:r son's hand. 
Thereafter bcginning from the left he poured drinks for thl· otha 
gods, dipping up from the mixiug bowl the sweet nectar. 
But among the blessed immortals uncontrollable laughter , 
went up as they saw Hephaistos bustling about the palacc. \ 


_..., 1 ,. t .. 


..... -
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H a of the white arms smiled and as she 


cup from his hand. 


from a wine for a: l the 


Then unquenchable l aughter 


as they saw :lephaestus 


This gentle introverted son who deliberately backs away ~om anything re-


sembling strife echoes in exaggerated form her own overt 1enial of the 


will to power. He represents in her all that is self-i~obilizing--as 


the tale of his sending her a eolden throne from which she cannot extricate 


herself demonstrates. Animus-ridden women often seem ~~wn to such sen-


sitive, creative men--but also drawn to destroy them. r.e?haestus is her 


crippled animus, an expression of her own thwarted ~asc~ine energies. 


He was created in anger and born lame. 0:1e story 1-.as it that Hera found 


his disfigurement so disgusting tr.at she threw him from ~eaven when he was 


born. She rejects this side of herself even ~ in pro:ected form. 


~·lhether thrown out by father or mother, he lands on Lemnos and grows 


up there. It cannot be accidental that the most notewor~~y period in 


the history of this island is that during which it is ru!ed by blood-


• th~sty women who have slain their fathers and husbands--an anti-conjugal 


(indeed, post-conjugal) community, strikingly consonant •ith Hera's most 


vengeful fantasies. Hephaestus' marriage to Aphrodite w=~ of course cuckolds 


him (most flagrantly by her affair with his brother, Ares) seems cruelly 


designed to make us discern in his crippledness some esse~tial emasculati on. 


Though the tale according to which he designed an invis~le golden net 


which trapped the lovers in view of all the other gods s~ggests a re-
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sourcefulness and a resilient sense of humor which allows him to triumph 


over Ares after all. He was so aroused during his unsuccessful pursuit 


of Athena tP4t he ejaculated against her leg; his semen dropped to the 


ground and from it grew Erecthionius, the progenitor of the Athenians. 


The ambiguity remains; there is something about Hephaestus which inspires 


rejection and yet his creativity remains unquenched. 


Ares, too, represents Hera's repressed masculinity but in an en


tirely different way. As god of war, of delight in s~ife and destructio~ 


for its own sake, he seems to be an embodiment of her L~stinctual rage 


allowed full sway. 


Lord, Ares, yours is the din of arms, and 


ever bespattered by blood 


you find joy in killing and in the 


tray of battle, 0 horrid one. 20 


He is the first being, mortal or divine, to be tried fo~ murde~, and is 


hated even by the gods, even by his own parents. Despite his lust for 


battle, he is represented as singularly unsuccessful, regularly defeated 


by the much more clearheaded Athena, but also by less divine opponents 


such as Otus and Ephialtes, Heracles and Diomedes. He seems to represent 


a kind of hypermasculinity that is self defeating. Perhaps this under


lies the Amazons's claim to be descended from him. Alt~ough he has 


liaisons with many women and sires countless children, ~e never marries. 


The most important woman in his life as in his brother 1 s is Aphrodite-


whose unfettered indulgence of her own sexuality makes her, in Jungian 


terms, Hera's shadow side. Though Aphrodite was marriee to Hephaestus 


her union with Ares was more fruitful. Their children include Deimos 







(Fear) and Phebus (Panic) but also Eros and Harmonia--as though ~hen 


united with love Ares' instinctuality might be creative after all. 
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Perhaps we ~hould also at least refer to Hera's si~gularly complicat


ed relation to one of her "stepsons", Herakles, whose -...hole life, as his 


name suggests, was defined by his relationship to her. It may well be 


that originally (before her cultic association with Zeus) he was Hera's 


male counterpart, the son-lover-victim traditionally associated with 


the archaic mother goddess. The story that, despite her implacable 


enmity toward him, she was at one point tricked into suckling him at her 


breast may be a dim echo of an earlier tradition accordL~g to which she 


is his mother; that, after the death by fire of all t~t is mortal 


in hL~, he eventually marries Hebe, Hera's double-as-daughter, is further 


confirmation. In any case in the classical myths he is the paradigmatic 


hero, compulsively undertaking one trial after another in his hopeless 


attempt to fulfill the negative mother's expectations and demands. Like 


Ares and Hephaestus, he is both an extension of Hera a~c object of her 


persecution. 


Hera's children, as we have already noted, can not be understood 


as products of the great mother's boundless and essentially impersonal 


fertility. They are very clearly the children of this ?CU"ticular, highly 


differentiated Olympian goddess, and thus are the children of Hera-as


spouse, the children in that sense of Hera and Zeus. ~era is preeminently 


wife, her mothering is defined by t~at more fundamental (in her life) 


role. Zeus, from most perspectives, is more father tha~ husband. He 


is the father o= gods and men, the paradigmatic patriarchial ruler. 


Though this is essentially a political role, it is giv~ substantiation 
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by Zeus's having many biological children both divine a~d human. But, 


though his union with Hera is the marriage on Olympus, :t is strikingly 


infertile. Hera will not see him as father, will not even allow him to 


be father to her children; she wants him simply as hustGnd, as Zeus 


• Hera~s. Vis-a-vis her, even according to Homer, Zeus's dominance is never 


secure; they are in a continual power struggle. The c:assical accounts 


say plainly: if being wife means being dominated by a uale, then being 


wife means being unhappy, jealous and vindictive. Par~ of what energes 


fro~ reflection on those accounts is the conviction tha~ if one stays in 


marriage as defined by partiarchy one ~ becomeltha~ ~era . 
I -


Zabriskie speaks of Hera as a "restless ma~riarch ~ a patriarchial 


world." 21 To recover the full meaning of Hera for con'te:nporary women 


demands that we examine more carefully Hera's connectic~ to the pre


Homeric matriarchial traditian. 22 'Nhat might r~ve led an ancient mother 


goddess to become Zeus's spouse? Sociologically, of ccurse, we can ex-


plain this as the mythological correlate of the synthesis of two cults, 


but there is more to it than that: Hera seems in so~e ·~~ique way to be 


the mother goddess ready-to-become-spouse. This is one of those points 


where reflection on my own life-experience opens rr.e to an understanding 


of an aspect of the myth that had rerrained opaque apar~ from that corre-


lation--in contrast to those many other times when 'it :s recognition of 


the parallel to some mythic pattern that makes visible the significance 


of some fragment of personal history. I find I can un~erstand Hera 


very well as embodying that moment when avoman discovers intuitively 


that she does not want only lover-victims, that she doesn't want from 


a ·male only the phallus, only the necessary instrument of her experience 


of her own passion or of her fertilization. She wants another who is 


• 
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"man" as fully as she is "woman"; in some sense she is only fully woman 


if thus met. We might also speak of this as the move =~m the narcissistic 


world of dream tv the world of actual others, the worlc of I and ~hou. 


:~urray Stein has this in mind when he speaks of Hera i::. terms of a 


"mating instinct" and asserts that "the telos of Hera is gamos." 23 


Though his language doesn't feel quite right to me, I agree with Stein 


that what pulls Hera to Zeus is not really sexual long~g. The longing 


·~ 
has a political element in that it represents her hope for a matching of 


' power. (We should remember that Hera's promise to Paris is sovereignity 


and wealth.) She ~-~ants to be fully met, matched, mated--sexually, yes, 


but more importantly, psychologically. (I am half-em~~~assed to recall 


now how ripe I was for marriage when I was a bride, how though I had 


gone to college as Athena's, I left to my own surprise as Hera's. Yet 


it seems important to remember and acknowledge that, ~o feel again 


what it was like to need to live being wife ~as an ~perative as 


impelling as is"orgasm when one is at its brink, to recall the certainty 


of that conviction: "I am living exactly what I was creat~d to live.") 


To understand this longing is, I believe, to understand Hera from 


within. We are introduced here to marriage not as something imposed by 


patriarchy but as something fulfilling a deep longing of women them-


selves. This understanding of rrarriage is what underlies the fact that 


in Greek cultic life the gamos, the wedding, was part of the Hera cult, 


not part of the Zeus religion. As Kerenyi observes: 


The historical phenomenon is this. In Athens, a 


city that worshipped as its supreme goddess Pallas Athena--


the virgin associated with the father and representing 


patriarchial ideas--the contracting of marriage •••• was a 
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sacred act owed to Hera and performed in her honor. 


This was com?letely determined by a way of thi~~~ng 


dominant :.n matriarchial societies, a way of th:.nking 


that Hera embodied. 24 


Hera, I believe, represents that moment of ·transitio!'l between !!latriarchy 


and patriarchy when both mother-right and father-ri~ht ~e honored. This 


is a moment the myths never catch; in a sense it is a mc~ent that never 


happens except in Hera's fantasy. All that is ever visible is the move 


from one exclusive claim to the other, and so in the my~~s Hera is re-


presented as the goddess who has capitulated. Yet somehow even in the 


myths both Heras are present: the one connected to pa~iarchy and the 


archaic one. Both are present in the myths--and in us: ~he one who 


chooses marriage and the one who works to undermine it. Inevitably this 


is confusing, to Hera and to Zeus, to husband and to wi=e. Yet that the 


fantasies of swallowing him and making his power her own or of losing her-


self in him are inevitably intermingled with the fantasy of being truly 


met does not mean that those are somehow "nalistic" fan'tasies and the 


latter pure illusion. 


I see Hera as poised between the two worlds, as the goddess ready 


to move from the female-dominated world as a world whic~ does not truly 


fulfill her as a female. She stands for the transition =rom in one-self-


25 t h. . • • f . . ness o ~eros games ~n response to a v~s~on o a co~unct~o that is 


neither dissolution nor battle. She is never just Hera Teleia but also 


Hera Parthenos; the two belong together not as subsequen~ stages but as 


co-existent, mutually illuminating aspects of who Hera ~· The narrative 


temporality of myth necessarily obscures this and by foc~sing in on the 
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married-to-Zeus aspect of Hera's life without recognizi~g how she is 


still also the virginal Hera misrepresents her. Cult ~ith its recognition 


that the transitivn from one phase to the other happens ~epeatedly opens 


us to a deeper understanding. Ritually Hera renews her virginity annually 


when she immerses herself in the spring of Canathus near ~I~lion; ri t-


ually Hera is never only the Hera of Olympus but the pre5iympian Hera 


as well. Kerenyi describes how at Paestum there were t .a sanctuaries 


belonging to the goddess used by the same cultic communir]; each was de


dicated to one of the goddess's aspects, and the rites i nvolved a proces


sion from one to the other. 26 Hera's ability to rejuvenate herself, to 


recover her virginity is echoed in Hebe's restoration o= the youth of Iolaus. 


Hera represents that in virginity which longs for conjunction as part 


of its own nature and that in coniunctio which looks back nostalgically 


toward in-one-self-ness as part of its own nature. Cle~rly, just as 


there are several different ways of being mother, there is more tr~n one 


mode of virginity. Artemis's entire withdrawal from co~tact with the 


world of men is different indeed from Athena's sisterly ease in their 


company. That Hera's virginity is a virginity directec toward marriage 


is implicit in Kerenyi's reference to the union between ~era and Zeus as 


corresponding "to possibilities stored up in the origi:1al character of 


each of the two deities." 27 He also says that in the case of Hera: 


Parthenos and Paus, "virgin" and "girl" ••• by no ::teans 


had the simple meaning of being without a man, ~~thout 


the brother-husband! Rather these names meant secret 


love-making wi th him. • •• In Hera the woman and •i=e 


was always present from the beginning, in all t~e 
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forms of a woman's loving fancy. without her th~e-


by becoming polygamous.28 


Zeus thus is imaged precisely as the fulfiller of the v:.rgin's "loving 


fancy" • of her own fantasies--as the one who brings her to perfection 


as a consort like those associated with the archiac mot~er goddesses 


could not. 


Hera's pathos is that after her marriage she finds that Zeus isn't 


Zeus after all• isn't the fully equal other, the perfectly matched 


other, she had imagined him to be. As Stein puts it: 


Zeus thwarts Hera in a specific way, i ·.e., he wi:l not 


allow her to find her "perfection" and fulfillment in 


gamos. He 'II ill not be married to her in more t -han a 


token way, nor allow ~er to be deeply married ~o him. 29 


The Hera-Zeus struggle appears inevitable, and yet one also feels that 


they both really know better, both really mean something else, want some-


thing different. Reflection on their union brings us to an appreciation 


of the "dialectical content" of marriage, of its "pro~essive as well 


as regressive aspects, helps us see monogamy not simply as human oppres-


sion but as the attempt at a sustained relation between two people."30 


It was only as I came to understand this that I began -also to com-


prebend why there are not just two Heras but three and ~hat they all 


co-exist and ~utually define one another. Hera is not only Parthenos 


and Teleia; there is also Hera Chera, Hera unbound, widowed or divorced, 


no longer marri~d. Hera represents not only the transition to marriage 


but the transition beyond. Here my reading of Hera (per~ps because I 


am a woman) is radically different from Stein's who sees Hera Chera as 


• • 
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representing the ugly, unh~ppy phase of Hera's li=e. ~~~ugh of course 


I agree with Kerenyi that this is its most dangerous p~ase--dangerous 


to men, that is, and to patriarchy. It is dangerous also to women as 


any phase that implies radical transformantion must be, ~ut I imagine 


many women will understand the insight that underlies "the increased 


religious valuation of this lowest phase." 31 Stein's interpretation 


seems to proceed from an entirely negative view of Hera's jealousy and 


possessiveness, which no longer seems adequate to me, a~c to issue in a 


therapy which would aim at making Hera content in her marriage. I have 


come to see journeys into dark places in a different way and am struck 


by how it is from Virgil's Hera, Juno, that Freud took ~he line which 


stands at the beginning of The Interpretation of Dreams and thus at the 


point of initiation into depth psycholo!f: "I= I can."lot bend the gods 


to my will, I shall move the underworld." 


The mythological version of Hera's separation from Zeus describes 


her as finally, .when she could take his infidelities no longer, leaving~:~ 


and returning to her birthplace in Daboea. I understand this as provid~ 


ing the distance ~m him that might allow each to rediscover the fantasy, 


the hope, that had brought them together in the first ?lace. Perhaps 


she had only: real.ly discovered her essential aloneness within the rela-


tionship and could only learn what genuine relationshi? might be in , 
solitude. The separation can be understood as the necessary prelude to 


what Jung would call a genuinely psychological marriage. The divorce 


is thus an integral part of the shared history. Accorc:ng to the myth 


Zeus and Hera reconnect afterwards. When he is unable to persuade her 


to return, he approaches Mt. Cithaeron in the company o= a veiled female 


statue and haS it given out that he is about to marry a local princess. 
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When Hera discovers the ruse, she is amused and reconc~ed to him. 


Though, of course, such a return to marriage might not on the human level 


_necessarily mean remarriage to the original spouse or re~rriage at all, 


but only a recognition of how the pull to what Stein calls "deep marriage" 


continues to be important. I suggested earlier how t-tell Hera seems to 


fit Jung's picture of a woman with a negative :nether cor::plex. Hhen 


writing of such women, Jung says: 


As a pathological phenomenon this type is an unpleasant, 


exacting and anything but satisfactor~· partner ::or her 


husband, since she rebels in every fibre of her ~eing 


against everything that springs from natural so~l. 


However, there is no reason why increasing experience 


of life should not teach her a thing or two •••• ner 


own masculine aspirations make it possible for cer to 


r~ve a human understanding of the individuality of her 


husband quite transcending the realm of the erot:c. 


The woman with this type of mother complex pro=a~ly 


has the best chance of all to make her marriage a .suc


cess during the second half of life. 32 


Hera Chera is then still a Hera related to marriage and to in-one-self-


ness, one who knows the costs of both. The in-one-self-ness on the far 


side of marriage is different from the maiden's innocent self absorption 


and immersion in her fantasies--it is an aloneness that includes within 


it being.-with as both memory and hope. This is what I ~4d in mind when 
~ 


I suggested at the beginning of this essay that what began as a farewell 


to Hera became a greeting. Just when I had thought myself to be leaving 


her realm I found her waiting for me in this new phase of cy life. There-
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by I discovered not only a new understanding of ~era ?arthenos and 


P.era Teleia as I viewed them from the perspective of Hera Chera but also 


learned somethinb about myself I had not been prepared =or: now in my 


soul also I am ~ and not only in my past related to Hera in all three 


of her aspects. I had not expected to experience at tr.~s point in ~y 


life an initiation into Her~•s mysteries. 


Here I sing of Hera 


She has a golden throne 


Rheia was her mother 


She is an immortal queen 


Hers is the most eminent of figures 


She is the sister 


she is even the wife 


of Zeus thunderer 


She is glorious 


All the gods on vast Olympos 


revere her, 


They honor her 


even equal to Zeus 


the lover of lighrning3 ~ 


C~'"''~~ '"e )au.l" '"Ci 
~ ~,e,c ~\e. ~\\le.~~ 
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A human heing \'ould certainly nnt gr01• to he 
seventy or eigl tv ."l ars old if this longevity 
had no rne;minf for the speci s. TI1e afternoon 
of life must also have sirnificance of its oun 
and cannot be n,r~ly a pitiful appendage of 
life's morning. 


These 'ortls of Carl .Tung invitt> us ln Ctmsider the creative process in 


relation to tht~ image of the Hise old man and not onlv as \-:e usually do 


in relation tn the child . So l'ftcn ,,. identify the crea tive \vith charac-


teristics associated with )'t'uth -- orir,inality, spontaneit\, plav, 


narcissisM-- and ignore the work of art, the discipline, the ordering, 


the recognition of liMits. All our tribute is given Dionvsos or Eros; 


we forfet the sacrifice due Apollo and death . Even '"hen \ve recognize 


the conjunction of creativity and death, He may Pell have in mind the 


"ronan tic" premature death of a Keats or a ~~ovalis. "He \vhom the gods 


love dies young," we say. But death, too, is viewed differentlv from 
-t~._ \)eA-«>,ec.~~ o~ 4~ ~o.-"'\-"1 ()~ h~ '1i-\o..Y\ ~rotM 
its afternoon. Perhaps there are insights about the creative process, 


about vhat sustains i~ and brings it to maturity and not only about 


what gives it birth, to be gained from the contemplation of the late 


\YOrks of those writers \vho do grm· to be seventy or eighty years old . 


This would be especially true of late \vorks consciously understood 


bv their creators as part of their mm preparation for death and as in 


some sense works of self-completion, works in \vhich old man and youth 


are rejoined. Thus last works which are obviously completions of pro-


jects begun nuch earlier .qre ,1f particular interest . Thouph I intend 
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here to focus on Sophoclc>s 1 Oedipus at rolonus <Jnd Thomas H;mn's 


Felix Krull, the nnst ol vious cxanple of such a last WL1rk is pro-


bahlv r.oethe's Faust of vhich 'lann urotc: 


A life so abundant and manifold that there \vas ever 
present dnnger of its being squandered, here asserts , 
by the po"•er of r enory, its essential unity. Faust 
is the representative achievement, the sy~bol of 
r.oethe's whole life. He himself said of it: 


1an's life a poen similar to this ; 
It has, of course, bep,irning, has an end too-
But vet a \vhole life it does not come to. 


It is touching to see hrn' his mind, in the later, elder, 
tine, reAches back to give to the fragmentary and illim
itable worl: the unity that in his deepest heart he craved . 
"He is," he said, "tile most fortunate man who can ~ring 
the end of his life round to its beginning ap,ain." 


In his study of Leonardo da Vinci, SigMund Freud sup,gests such a 


reunion of senex and puer as integral to the creativity of the ~ature . 


He believes that when the ap,ing Artist'.· creativitv was \·Ianing, it 


was through regression to his infantile experience, \vith "the help of 


his oldest erotic enerr,ies," the1t he found reneHal. The mysterious 


s~ile of the Mona Lisa inspired Leonardo because it awakened in him 


the earliest nemories of his ~other. 


Hann seems to invoke this presentation of Leonardo as pro t o t ype 


of the artist renewed by contact ,,•ith youth in several o f his own 


"studies" of the Artist. ~lona Lisa ' s smile may well lie behind t he 


enig~atic smile of Tadzio ,,·hich stirs !ann ' s aging artist , \,us tave 


Aschenbach , in Death in Venice, written shortly after "~<'reud ' s study. 


Is not Felix Krull's becoming Louis de ''enosta (L . d. V. ) , ske t chpad in 


hand, a not too subtle indication of 1ann ' s recognition, \vhen he has 


becone the aging artist, of his bond \:ith Freud's Leonardo-- a bond 
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mediated through his youthful protagonist Felix, \Jho is also thus "the 


fortunate man" whom \.oethe described? 


Such connections seem legitimate because Hann has made explicit 


acknouledgement of ht~ indebtedness to ·reud , his conviction that Freud, 


particular} y in his late "~-'Orks (the '"orks from the time of Leonardo and 


Totem and Taboo onward), points the '"av to " a relation to the powers 


of the lm.Ter world, the unconscious •.. productive of a riper art. " 3 In 


these metapsycholop,ica 1 ,.,orks in which Freud self-confessedly returns to 


his long-neglected philosophical interests, to "the early passion of his 


youth," he offers us a psvcholop,y particularly appropriate t o the second 


half of life, as his earlier more therapeuticallv-oriented works pertain 


primarily to the concerns of the young: work and love. In the later 


writings Freud recognizes the coming to terms with death as the central 


task of life and posits the discovery of the mythopoeic dimensions of 


our lives as an essential part of this prepara tion. 


The beautiful essa '"ri t ten by tfann in celebration of Freud's 


eightieth birthday indicates that the reconnection with the past which 


inspires the mature artist is not just a recovery of personal infancy 


and youth but "a penetration into the childhood of mankind , into the 


primitive and mythical." For, "while in the life of the human race, 


the mythical is an early and primitive stage , in the life of the 


individual it is a late and mature one." }fann speaks of the "curious 


heightening of his artist temper," the "new refreshment of his per


ceiving and shaping pm.Ter," that comes '"hen an artist acquires "the 


habit of regarding life as mythical and typical." He relates this to 
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the transition in his o\'n carc>er (\vhich he identifies ~" ith the beginning 


of the Joseph c •c le) from "the bouq~eClis and indivi dual to the mythical 


d i 1 
,4 an typ ca . 


Freud, sc 'ann tell--; us , helps us to understand what it neans for 


rmrth to "b ecoT'Je suhjerti\'(' , 11 to p:~ss < 'l'r into "th e CJctive ego, becoming 


conscious there proudly and ddrklv , but joynusly of its recurrence and 


typicality. "
5 


For FrPud r1aturitv means becoming consc ious of our parti-


cip<Jtion in m'•thic patterns nnd thus discovering a kind of freedom in 


relation to them . This is the signi icance of his pu tting the \vorking-


throuph of the transference at the center of the ps;choanalytical process. 


For \·Jhen we come to understand the degree to \lhich all our experiencing 


is the reliving of ancient patterns and to re-cognize hm; much we shape 


our present on the basis of inaginal (not literal) versions of our past, 


we can hecor1e a .... ·are of the synbolic , m;thological dimension as svmbolic 


and thus make the move from repetition to recognition, from mvth to 


mythopoesis. 


The move to mythopoesis is also a move beyond the monomyth of the 


hero; the heroic ilJ._usion persists only as long as one is still caught in 


the identification of the ego with the myth . That identification repre-


sents Hhat Jung calls "inflation:" taking the myth literallv , not yet 


recognizing myth as myth . As \.,.e transcend the confusion of the literal 


and the svnbolic, He become conscious of the multidimensionality of 


what happens bet\veen us and the others intimately iMplicated i n our lives 


and learn to celebrate our capac itv to transfer onto those we love our 


deepest longings - l·nm:ing exactly \lhat e are up to. Mann calls what is 
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gained "a sniling knowledge of the eternal, " a release fr om bondage to 


the identification of the real with the unique and uniteMporal. Freud 


suggests that the capr~citv to distinguish bet\veen the literal an ci the 


synbnlic is integrall · r l.1ted to nur conversion to finitucie, our accept


ance of Ananke and death . Tr•ing to repress myth, like Oedipus try ing 


to evade the oracle, is '"lwt p,<>ts us into trouble , l ut participating in 


the nyth knm·ingl' is utterl • different from unkno,.Jing compulsion. 


Thus the cultivation of n•thic consciousness becomes the prima r y challenge 


of old age . 


He mip:ht expect then that in the artistic works of old men we migh t 


find evidence of this nore subjective , more conscious re lation to my th. 


It is not so nuch the presence of mythical themes that distinguishes 


youth from maturity as a different relation to myth . There is more 


freedoM for creative response to the inherited patterns rather than 


simple determination by then, mo r e a\vareness that ve are implicated in 


a plurality of fl1yths and not vholly defined by any one, and that our 


par ticipation in mythic patterns is not just a matter of seemingly acci


dental and superficial parallels but of the basic structures of our 


being . Hann's conviction that the move to this deeper appreciation of 


the nythica l charac terizes the mature artist suggests that '"hen Sophocles 


returns to Oedipus after a t\venty yea r lapse, \.rhen he himself returns to 


Felix Krull after an interval almost t\.,rice as long, \ve might look for 


a different approach to t he SC1me material -- both the return to the 


beginning \•Tilich Goe the commends and the transformation which Faust II 


exemplifies . 
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Thus we should not he surprised if the Oedipus of Oedipus at Colonu~ 


the Krull of Parts II and l II, are More ;n.;are and More accepting of their 


participation in mythic patterns than \.J<1S true of thel!l in their earlier 


appearances. The mythopoetic lor,is of the psyche ·:hich Freud articulated 


in his later vears supgPsts some other themes '"e might look for in liter-


ary works written hy those engaged in coMing to terMs ~itl1 age and death. 


I.Jhereas in ynuth the heroic stance in appropriate, in lr1tcr years the 


overcoMinr of egoic illusions, the recognition that life is poesis and 


pathos, doing and suffering inextricahl\' intert\vined, is crucial. Thus 


the focus shifts from the quest of the hero to the hattle between the 


Titans, Eros and Death. And ,,,i th the yielding of the heroic there comes 


an end to the exaltation of the trapic; in its place there appears the 


recognition (long HP,O voiced by Socrates at the end of the SymposiuM) 


that the tragic and comic visions do not exclude one another. The more 


mature relation to myth neans not only the transcendence of the heroic 


but also the end of the hyperP1ascu1initv so often correlative with it . 


In Analvsis Terminable and Interminable Freud suggests that the over-


coming of misogyny, the subversion of our repudiation of our feminity 


(be ue Men or women) is the most difficult task of analvsis. The full 


acceptance of self includes the discovery of our psychological bisex-


uality, in mythological terMS of our hermaphroditism. The new perspec-


tive also iMplies release form the hero's mother complex , from his 


seeking everywhere for a reanimation of his literal mother and from his 


obsessive lonr,inr, for rebirth, his nostalgia for innocence. It is nmv 


• 
understood that the realm of· the mothers means death as well as rebirth, 
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that mother l"lCans tomb and not only womb. In his essav on "The Three 


Caskets" Fr£>ud speaks of 


the three forms tal·en on by the figure of the mother as 
life proceeds: the mother herself , the beloved \o:ho is 
chosen after her pattern, and finally the Hother Earth 
who receives him again. But it is in vain that the old 
man vearns after the love of \loman as once he had it 
frol"l his mother; the third of the Fates, alone, the 


8 silent goddess of death \vill ta~e hin into her r~rms. 


He shaHs hm1 Cordelia's death means that King Lear must noH renounce 


love, choose death and ~aJ·~ friends with the necessitv of rlying . Para-


doxicalJv, the rad~cal acceptance of death entails the r ali?.:ation tha t 


it does not !'lenn the end, does not !'lean resolution or COPloletion . There 


are no tidv ends; in Freud's terns, anal. sis is interminable . 


Send Us Back Then To Ancient Tebes 


Even at the time of Interpretati<n of Dreams Oedipus Meant t o 


Freud not only parr'cide and incest but the long and painful process 


of self-discovery. This my tit represented the pull each of us exper i-


ences tm-1ard being our oun father , tm,·ard denying our separ a t i on f rom 


our mothe r, and t he r eco?nition t hat we canno t get a\vay with e ithe r. 


"Resolution" of the Oedipus comp l ex entails t he move tO\-lard a different 


kind of seeing , tmvard transli t e r al, sacr e d unde r s t anding. Freud under-


s t ands the significance of the fact that in Oe dipus Rex only the blind 


see ; Literal blindness , blindness to the lite r al , make s po s sible imagi-


nal , me t aphor ical perception . But some t\venty years later Freud, now 


painful l y cancer- ridden , r ecogn ized even mo r e pr ofo undly t hat the 


stor of Oedipus does not end in Jocasta ' s bed but in neme ter's grove 


outside of Athens . As throurhout his years of wandering Oedipus ' eyes 
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\.Jere his daughter, Antigone, so now Sig-mund's mouth is his daughter, 


"my Anna/Anti~one." There is more to being Oedipus than at first appears. 


Freud had discovered early: I am Oedipui; you, too, are Oedipus. As 


his longing and gui 1 t are ours, so, FrPud seems no\; to suggest, could be 


his death, \Wnderful if ever P.lortal's uas." 


When Sophocles returns to Oedipus some t\.Jentv vears after the 


conposition of Oedipus Rex, he portravs Oedipus as dying at Co1onus, 


his 0\·!11 l>i rthplac . Thus he co veys that this, his last play (which he 


probably did not live to see performed), represents a homecoming . Al


though this is not sheer invention on Sophocles' part (there uere ancient 


Attic traditions in its support), our familiarity \lith Sophocles' ver


sion may blind us to hO\.: much more freely Sophocles has re\vorked 


received versions of the P.l.'th in the Coloneus than in the earlier play . 


There are widely var·ing accounts of vhat happens to Oedipus after his 


dmmfall. TI1e P.lOSt popular seems to have said nothing of banishment 


at all: Oedipus was simply sltut up in an inner room of the palace at 


Thebes, According to Homer he dies in battle at Thebes as befits a 


hero . Another ancient tradition has hiP.l exiled and afte r years of 


aimless uand·ering dying in the uild \vastelands near the place where 


he sleP Laius . In Euripides ' The Phoenician Homen Oedipus, long a 


prisoner in TI1ebes, does not leave the city until after he has wit 


nessed the horrifying fulfillment of his curse : his sons have slain one 


another and only after witnessing that has Jocasta in her grief killed 


herself . In Apollodorus as in Sophocles, Oedipus dies at Colonus, but 


whereas according to Sophoc1.es, 6 "the underworld opened in love the 
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unlit door of earth," according to Apollodorus he is hounded to death 


by the Furies. 


It is clear that Sophocles felt free consciouslv to re\vork the 


story in the light of his own vision of a death appropriate to an 


Oedipus who has lived long enough to understand the meaning of his 


0\-Jn story. The more conscious relation to myth is thus also reflected 


in the protagonist's mrn self-understanding. The Oeclipus of the 


Coloneus is avare that he is living a myth, is a living myth . As 


the chorus tells hili~, "Old man, your name has gone over <tll the earth" 


(305); Your story "is told every\:here and never dies: I onlv want to 


hear it truly told." (517, 8), Oedipus himself has come to recognize 


how all of his life has been lived in accordance with the oracle . 


Trying to evade living out the mythic pattern onlv intensified its 


power over him: 


The bloody deaths, the incest, the calami ties 
'You speak so glibly of: I suffered them, 
By fate, against my \ill. (962-4) 


But he trusts that the rest of Apollo 's prophecy is also to be ful-


filled, and soon: 


For vhen he gave me oracles of evil, 
He also spoke of this: A resting place, 
After long years, in the last country, \vhere 
I should find home among the sacred Furies: 
That there I might round out my bitter life, 
Conferring benefit on those \vho received me. (87-92) 


The blind Oedipus Hho has come to Colonus has nmv himself become 


the possessor of that clairvoyant insight \vhich earlie r (because he 


could not beAr to see) had been carried hy Tiresias. Oedipus has now 
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become Tiresias in another sense as well. Though Tiresias remains the 


only nortal to have experienced life botl1 as male and female, Oedipus 


in a less literal sense has during his years of exile lived as a Homan . 


His blindness is a kind of castration; he has had to come to terms \vith 


a dependent status conventionally associated with the feninine, has 


had to surrender the heroic masculine notion of being able to make the 


\vorld conform to his \dshes. He has also learned hmv little gender 


determines our psyclwlogi.cal orientHtinn and how multiple are the con


fusions of obiect-Jove and identification-love in any nrimary relation


ship. He recopnizes that Antigone h'ho is not onl' his daughter but also 


his sister is also at times his son. She and Ismene "are not girls hut 


men in faithfulness" (1368), Hh ile their brothers" sit hv the fire like 


hol'le-loving girls." (342). 


Oedipus in this final scene of his life re-enacts the mythic 


pattern which is so indelibly associat~d with his name. He is still 


Oedipus and yet, because he understands now what he is about, the 


meaning is utterly different . His readiness to enter Lhe forbidden 


grove of Deneter is a repetition of his earlier readiness to enter the 


fobidden womb of Jocasta. But no\v (as Slochm-1er has noted 7) there 


is this crucial difference: "This return to the mother takes place, 


not on a literal, but on a svl'lbolic level. If Oedipus has learned 


now that literal incest is beside the point. 


The importance of the recognition that the return to the mother 


is to be enacted symbolically is a major theme in the writings of 


Carl Jung. This theme is bdldlv articulated in Symbols of Transform


ation, the \,•ork which both he and Freud understood as a consciously 
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parricidal attempt to free himself from domination by Freud and establish 


his mm unmediated relation to the unconscious. Jung found Freud's under-


standing of incest too literal and too biological; he was persuaded that 


incest longing, properlv understood, is al\vays svmbolical. It represents 


the longing for spiritual rebirth, for rene\val at the source of life. The 


forbidding of literal incest, the taboo, forces the move toward symbol-


ization and spiritual transformation . TI1e point of regression is intro-


version, the relation not to the parents ht1t to the collective psyche. 


The proh'bition (or in Oedipus' case, the punishment of its violation) 


forces further regression to the mother as nourisher not as sexual object . 


Thus it is his blindness \:hich represents the introversion that brings 


Oedipus to the Der.tetrian grove. 


The pull tm1ard the mother and the taboo which says , not the 


literal mother, not literal sex, moves us tmvard spiritual transformation. 


Jung 1 s interpretation suggests the necessity of the kind of symbolic 


incest \vhich Oedipus commits at Colonus. "The fear of incest must be 


conquered," the hero is the one \vho yields to the incest wish. 8 


Therapy must support the regression and continue 
to do so until the "pre-natal" stage is reached ... 
The regression leads back only apparently to the 
mother; in reality she is the gate,.;ray into t~e 
unconscious, into the "realm of the Hother." 


(It seems pertinent that in the preface to this book Jung should 


acknm1ledge his identification \vith TI1eseus. He is to Theseus as Freud 


is to Oedipus . Theseus' daring of labyrinth is the equivalent in his 


life of Oedipus' entr• into the grove, but at a much earlier point in 


his life . At Colonus it is Theseus .;rho is the only one present to 
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witness Oedipus' descent and to wltom Oedipus' secret is passed on: an 


image clearly consonant with Jung' s understanding of his relation to 


Freud.) 


At Colonus Oedipus' return to the mother is symbolic, and 


cognizant of the mother in her role as the silent goddess of death. 


Havinp; in the violent act of self-blinding had a preliminary expe-


rience of death as Thanatos defines it, Oedipus is no'" ready for 


death as it is understood in Demeter's realm. Here death means 


reunion with Persephone ("Veiled Persephone lead me on" 1548); death 


is now blessing not curse, initiation not termination. This death 


is a kind of introduction into the Fleusinian mysteries of which 


Sophocles said else••here: "Thrice happy are those of 111ortals, ~Jho 


having seen these rites depart for Hades; for to them alone is it 


granted to have found life there; o the rest all there is evil . "
10 


At Colonus everything is turned around . hlhat had been a source 'of 


difficulty'has become a blessing to he celebrated. The grove is a 


place of many reversals and transformations. The goes have not for-


i 0 d . h h b b I h' . f 1 ll g ven .e 1pus nor as e een roug1t to accept 1s s1n u ness . 


But he has suffered long enough to have come to accept his life as 


it has been without trying any longer to argue a distinction between 


"so it was" and "so I \villed it. " 12 The years of wandering serve 


as the equivalent of participation in the preparatory outwardly 


visible phases of the Eleusinian initiation. The burial place of 


one whose presence during the years of exile had been perceived as 
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curse \.Till be a sourc of blessing. The l:uries tvho harm t violators of 


the mother so mercilesslv nou appear as the Eumenides, "the gentle all-


seeing ones ." Blind Oedipus long led b · Antigone no-..: becomes the guide. 


These resolutions do not depend on Oedipus' storv now being 


explained; the mysterv vhich has surrounded his lif, is not dissolved: 


: o.; the finish 
Comes, and we know only 
In all that we have seen and done 
Be Tilderin mvster . (1675-8) 


The lines descri ing Oedipus' end <~re utterlv beautiful: 


But in t.:hat nanner 
Oedipus perished, no one of mortal men 
Could tell but Theseus. It ,,•as not lightning, 
Bearing its fire from God, that took him off; 
No hurricane was blowing. 
But some attendant from the train of Heaven 
Cane for him : or else the underworld 
Opened in love the unlit door of earth. 
For he was taken vithout lamentation, 
Illness or suffering: indeed his end 
Was wonderful if ever mortal's vas. (1655-65) 


Yet this ~onderful end does not betoken the end of human tragedy. 


Sophocles does not offer us a world which after Oedi?us' death is re-


stored to harmony. The last lines of the play communicate a vision of 


the interminable qualitv of the troubledness of human existence. The 


curse Oedipus visited upon his sons is still to be fulfilled; Antigone 


and Ismene, grief-shattered, confront a 11\lide and desolate world," with 


no way clear before them. 


Nevertheless in his last tragedy Sophocles offers us his vision of 


a wonder-full, creature death- a death in which a "bitter life" is trans-


formed into something that '!confers benefit ." 
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Hole Heho, Ahe 


As Sophocles returned in his last tragedy to a figure whose story he 


had begun to relate some t\·:c>nty years earlier, so Thomas tann returned at 


the end of his life to continuing the narration of the adventures of a 


character who had made his first appearance more than forty years earlier. 


Hann began "Felix Krull" in 1910 and already guessed then, "It \..rill 


13 probablv be my strangest work." He put it aside, so he thought tem-


porarily, to work on "Death in Venice," and then published the completed 


fragment in 1912, having discovered that he was not readv to take it 


further after all. He came to regard it as a youthful expression , 


"belonging to an outmoded bourgeois-artist period" in his history as a 


writer . This phase of Hann ' s life is perhaps comparable to the one 


in Freud's during which he wrote his case histories . After World War I 


both Freud and Mann had moved to a view of life so deeply attuned to 


the shaping power of mythic forces on individual existence that the ear-


lier focus on individual quest no longer seemed an appropriate vehicle. 


"Felix" seemed to belong to that outgrmvn period . 


Yet in late 1945 after finishing the JoseEh cycle, Mann found 


himself picking up the fra~ment again, as though there were after all 


something to be finished here. He had an intuition that the completion 


of "Felix Krull" might in some way be meant to be his last work . Again 


another project became more immediately compelling and Mann soon found 


himself completely immersed in the \Hi ting of Dr. Faustus . But then 


in 1950 he returned to "Felix", still uncertainly ("perhaps it will 


only be mischief") , and on this occasion found it \vas indeed time to 
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take up the old tale once again. It was finished in 1945 and was, 


after all, his last work. 


The return to "Krull" is continuation -- and transformation. As 


Mann wrote Carl Kerenyi: 


I was not a\vare, God knows, of undertaking a Hetilletic 
novel when I began \vith this forty years ago. I had 
no other intention than yet another impersonation and 
parody of art and the artist. It was only in the 
course of the subsequent continuation that certain 
associations, undoubtedly induced by the proximity of 
the Joseph14 found their way in, and the name of the 
god arose. 


It is an important part of Krull's acceptance of hi~self as a con-


fidence man that his trickery brings joy not harm. The recognition 


of the identity between blessor and violator lies at the heart of 


Felix Krull in its final version and is central to Mann's identifi-


cation with Felix as archetypal artist: creator and thief in one. 


(Perhaps Oedipus at Colonus is also a hermetic work in Mann's sense. 


Certainly Oedipus invokes Hermes as well as Persephone to guide him to 


his death, and the reversals whereby the violator becomes the bringer 


of blessings have a decidedly hermetic flavor.) 


Mann has in the later parts come to see Krull in mythic terms 


not consciously included in his earlier conception. He writes of his 


delight that once again as so often before he and Kerenyi should have 


been engaged quite innocently in such parallel projects; he on his 


"hermetic novel" and Kerenyi on the trickster figure in mythology. Of 


course, a mythological element is visible in Mann's fiction long before 


Joseph. The difference between earlier works, like the beginning of 
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"Krull" and "Death in Venice," and the final parts of Krull is not 


that myth is present in the latter and absent from the first but rather 


in how myth is present. Aschenbach is destroyed through being pos


sessed by the MYthic, taken over by one mythic pattern and not having 


any creative freedom in relation to it. Whereas Felix, "favored by 


fortune," is like Mann's Joseph aware of the many mythic roles in which 


he participates. Therefore he can celebrate the mythic as source of 


rebirth rather than destruction. He takes delight in his many imper


sonations, sees them as providing the means for "renewal of my worn


out self."15 lie believes that it is the attitude which underlies 


one's performances that gives one's activities their meaning: "For my 


part I am in agreement with folk 'visdom which holds that '"hen two 


people do the same it is no longer the same (p. 112) . It is his abil


ity to see his life as an artistic creation, in symbolic terms, that 


underlies his self-enjoyment . His spurning of Strathbogie's adoption 


offer expresses his rejection of "a reality simply handed me." (p. 215) 


He can take as much delight in passing as less than he is when he is a 


waiter as in passing for a marquis, He gives voice to his most deeply 


held conviction when he says, "to be allowed to live symbolically spells 


true freedom" (p. 101). As befits one thus attuned to the mythic 


aspect, he knows how impossible it would be to disentangle the "good 


luck" in his life from his own contribution. 


Felix adopts an artistic, mythopoetic attitude toward life 


without, however, being conci usly informed about the particular 


classical mythological role~ which he is re-enacting. He is quick 
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to appreciate the pertinence of the Hellenic motif when another suggests 


it, as when Diane Philibert calls him a Hermes figure, but in large 


measure the explicit parallels are conveyed to the reader indirectly. 


They are not part of Felix's conscious self-understanding. Thus when 


Louis asks him, "'Ar you strong on mythology?"', Felix answers,'" Not 


very, marquis. There is, for instance, the god Hermes. But aside 


from him I know very little"' (P. 230). 


Yet Felix, as we come to recognize, participates in many myths. 


Though he might not be able to name his classical counterparts, we see 


him not only as Hermes but also as Adonis, Actaeon, Eros, Proteus. 


Felix's own way of explaining this polymorphism is to say, "He who 


really loves the world shapes himself to please it" (p. 61). 


The Hermes identification is, nevertheless, the central one; not 


only because Felix as confidence man is Hermes as trickster nor 


because Felix as waiter is Hermes as servant, but because of Hermes' 


primal connection with Aphrodite and thus with the image of the herma


phrodite. Much is made in the novel of Krull's slender and delicate 


beauty and of his being one with whom both men and women fall in love. 


His own eroticism has a definitely feminine aspect, particularly in its 


pronouncedly passive orientation. He speaks of "eccentrics who were 


seeking neither a \-lOman nor a man but some extraordinary being in 


between. And I was this extraordinary being" (p. 104), And he him


self feels the pull toward what he calls a "double creature:" the 


brother/sister pair on the balcony of the Frankfurt hotel, Andro-


mache the very masculinized female acrobat who arouses his worship. 
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But Felix's "penchant for twofold enthusiasms" (p. 281), is particu-


larly evident in his attraction to mother/daughter combinations , beginning 


with his o~vn mother and his sister, Olympia, in the Rhine valley town of 


his childhood years and ending with Senhora Kuckuck and her daughter, 


Zouzou, in Lisbon. Though the story of Felix's encounter with the latter 


pair is comically and joyfully told and has none of the awesome power o! 


Sophocles' drama, here too the climax takes place in ."Demeter's grove," 


that is, in the garden of the Senhora's house. Here, too, Krull is brought 


to recognize that it is in vain that he turns to the female who most 


directly arouses his sensual interest, the virginal daughter. For sud-


denly there stands her mother. 


And yet I ask you to believe that I was less cast down 
by this maternal apparition than one might have thought. 
However unexpected her appearance, it seemed fitting and 
necessary, as though she had been summoned, and in my 
natural confusion there was an element of joy. (p. 376.) 


Both Felix and the Senhora recognize that she has come to lead him "back 


to the right path." It is time for him to encounter "the graciousness of 


maturity." He had turned to the mortal daughter when he should have turned 


toward the archetypal mother . As his coming to Lisbon represented his 


discovery of an "older geological strata in the earth's history" so the 


Senhora appears to initiate him into primordial, mythical mysteries. He 


had recognized from the beginning that she was not one to be trifled with. 


The preceding scene during which Felix becomes aware of the connection 


between the Senhora's surging bosom and the violence of the bullfight 


below had made fully manifest the bond between the Mother and death. Now 


as the novel ends, Felix is aware of "a whirlwind of primordial forces" 


bearing him "into the realm of ecstasy." Again he sees "the surging of 
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that queenly bosom." The Senhora is clearly t~e Great ),1other and, as 


Jung says, the hero i~ the one courageous enough to conunit incest. 


Perhaps an entirely just appreciation of Mann's m•n last 11 Lon


fessions" would demand our looking at both Dr. Faustus and Felix 


Krull -- together they represent a profound honoring of the tragic and 


comic perspectives on hunan sufferings. But, that of the two, Krull 


should be the very last seems highly appropriate. Mann in his own old 


age deliberately chooses Felix, an archetypal puer aeternus, to 


represent artistic creativity, yet without romanticizing the playful 


and narcissistic aspects 0f the creative. Felix is well aware that 


his career is "based on imagination and self-discipline," and that the 


"great joy," the experience of love given and received is \vhat redeems 


his trickeries. Because of Felix's youth his turn to Dona Haria is 


inevitably ambiguous. Is he still caught in a too-literal pull toward 


the mother or is he, indeed, aware that in turning to the Senhora he 


is moving into the transformative realm of the Hothers? That ambiguity 


is, I believe, intentional. Mann does not want to dissolve the mystery 


of the discovery of the mythical \vithin the actual. And after all, we 


are by no means at the end of Felix's adventures. 


The novel ends -- and yet what we have are still only fragments 


of Felix's confessions. They could theoretically continue interminably. 


We know that much else is to follow; that at some point in the future, 


for example, Felix will find himself in prison. Accepting these frag


ments as all we have is accepting the finitude of life -- and recognizing 


that our fragments nevertheless serve as symbols of wholeness. 
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Consent to mortality and ce1ebration of the mythical are profoundly 


intertvined in both Oedipus at Colonur; ;md Felix Krull. Through this 


conjunction, Hann and Sophocles in their last \mrks conununicate their 


"smiling knowledge of the eternal. 11 


Christine Downing 


San Diego State University 
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